
Telehandler  Case Study

Founded in 1990 to provide a dedicated wood recycling service 
for the corporate sector, public  sector and private clients in the 
South West, Tawmix Timber Products provides a cost effective, 
environmentally friendly service for the disposal of wood waste 
materials; aiming to recycle virtually all materials received in to the 
Winkleigh based depot.

The company collects or accepts deliveries of all types of waste wood from 
pallets and packaging, off cuts, demolition through to household wood 
waste and works with large national waste management companies, civic 
amenity sites, builders and skip companies helping them to dispose of their 
waste ethically and responsibly.

Materials handling is provided by a JCB TM310 Telemaster which is now 
fitted with SG Revolution Super Cushion Solid Tyres to the front and rear. 
The 1300-24 SG SE tyres provide a puncture free solution to working on 
site where typical hazards include nails, wood splinters and metal shards; all 
problematic for normal pneumatic tyres. Julian Tolley is Company Secretary 
of Tawmix and is delighted at the solution the SG tyres provide for his 
business;

“We had been trying different tyre options on our machines – none 
of which were proving very successful. I visited ITWS at a waste 
and recycling show in September 2011 and placed an order for a 
set of tyres to see if they were as good as they claimed. We haven’t 
looked back since; these new tyres not only outlast all the other 
options we tried; they never puncture and, even if there’s a slight bit 
of damage to the tyres, they keep working. I cannot recommend SG 
Revolution tyres highly enough and the service I get from ITWS is 
also excellent.” 

SG Revolution super cushion tyres are manufactured from a hard wearing 
compound and feature larger, deeper lugs and two rows of apertures built 
in to the side wall of the tyres. Specifically designed to work productively 
over rough ground there are sizes and tread patterns for a variety of 
machines and conditions.
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